
Do not come to the university, refrain from going out, and monitor your 
health at home. 
If you are suspected to have the flu (fever of higher than 38 degrees C in a 
short time, etc.), consult your regular doctor by telephone. 

Tell the content of the instruction from the call center to the task force of 
your department. 
The task force of the department needs to report to the main office using a 
designated form. 

Act in accordance with the instruction from the call center. 

Tell the content of the instruction from the medical institution to the task force 
of your department. 
The task force of the department needs to report to the main office using a 
designated form. 

Act in accordance with the instruction from the medical institution. 

Tell the result of the PCR test to the task force of your department. 
The task force of the department needs to report to the main office using a 
designated form. 

Consult a call center of Sendai City, Miyagi Prefecture. 
(022-211-3883/2882) 

Bad health, possible coronavirus infection (fever of higher 
than 37.5 degrees C (more than 4 days (pregnant women: 
more than 2 days)), a sense of fatigue, breathing difficulty, 
cough, abnormality of taste and smell, conjunctivitis, etc.)

Possible coronavirus infection

Yes

No

Medical institute will be introduced. Follow the 
instruction from the doctor. 

Physical examination by the medical 
institute

PCR test

Positive

Negative
Act in accordance with 
the instruction from 
the medical institution. 

Contact from public health center to medical institution

Contact from public health center to the person and 
admission to a hospital

Discharge from the hospital based on a decision by the 
public health center

Indications of recovery
- No medical problems
- 14 days have passed since you had contact with the 

infected person. 

Investigation of people who 
had close contact by the 
public health center

Identification of people who 
had close contact by the public 
health center

Act in accordance with the 
instruction from the medical 
institution. 

Indications of recovery
- Improvement in symptoms
- 48 hours have passed since the disappearance of 

symptoms without taking an antifebrile. 
(Teleworking for 14 days after the disappearance of 
symptoms is recommended for those who took the PCR test.)

Possible infected person

People who had close contact

Monitor your health at home based on “Practice Standards of 
Health Observation for Possible Coronavirus Infection”

Practice Standards of Health Observation for Possible Coronavirus Infection
If you correspond to any of the following situations, please monitor your health at home. 
- When you may have had close contact with the infected person
- When you stayed in the same space (room) on the same day with the infected person for more than 15 minutes (If it was a closed space, you must 

monitor your health at home even if the staying time was less than 15 minutes.)
- When you stayed in the same building on the same day with the infected person for less than 15 minutes and used shared goods
- When you stayed in the same space (room) on or after the same day with the infected person for less than 15 minutes and used shared goods
Definitions
Close contact: To touch something without any necessary precautions against infection, or the case where you had face-to face contact within arm’s 
reach of each other (about 1 meter) for more than 15 minutes
Shared goods: PC, table, sofa, pot, refrigerator, remote controller, etc.

Flowchart for Infection Control of New Coronavirus (Responses to People in Poor Physical Condition etc.)
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